Vantage’s Legacy AC Terminal Boards are sold and installed separately from the enclosures. This allows the installer to use different module models inside the enclosure. AC terminal boards can be ordered in a kit that includes the left and right side boards or individually. Below are different examples for installing AC terminal boards. The same boards are used in Main and Secondary Power Enclosures.

**TLM-KIT**
Legacy Module Terminal Kit

The TLM-KIT supports the following legacy modules:
- MDS8RW101/102 Dimmers
- MDR8RW101/102 Relays
- EDIMMOD Electronic Dimmers
- FANMOD Ceiling Fans
- SD4008A-120 Dimmers
- SD9008A-277 Dimmers
- AR8008-120 Relay

This kit includes:
- One VSUB172 (left board)
- One VSUB173 (right board)
- Four #6-32 x 7/8 Screws
- Two Spring clips

**T8LRM-KIT**
8 Line Relay Module Terminal Kit

The TLM-KIT supports the following legacy modules:
- MDR8CW301 Commercial 8-Line Feed

This kit includes:
- One VSUB160 (left board)
- One VSUB161 (right)
- Four #6-32 x 7/8 Screws
- Two Spring clips